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Every two-dimensional manifold carries a Cz diffeomorphism with infinitely 
many Axiom A strange attractors. 0 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
In 1974, Sheldon Newhouse showed that diffeomorphisms with infi- 
nitely many sinks occupy a  residual subset of an  open  set of the C* 
diffeomorphisms of any man ifold with dimension greater than one  
(Newhouse, 1974). Here a  sink is a  periodic orbit which is linearly stable. 
W ith the abundance of infinitely many simple attractors available, the 
natural next question was whether there also exist diffeomorphisms with 
infinitely many strange attractors, for instance Axiom A strange attrac- 
tors. Here, a  strange attractor of a  mapfis a  set which is invariant underf, 
attracts all nearby orbits, contains a  dense orbit, and  carries positive 
topological entropy. “Axiom A strange attractor” is shorthand for a  
strange attractor which can be  obtained as an  attractor of some Axiom A 
diffeomorphisms. 
In fact, techniques have been  available since 1971  to answer the ques- 
tion of infinitely many strange attractors. As soon as one  has dif- 
feomorphisms of the d-dimensional ball that have an  Axiom A strange 
attractor and  are arbitrarily @-close to identity, one  gets the existence of 
Ck diffeomorphisms with infinitely many Axiom A strange attractors: one  
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just glues together diffeomorphisms of quickly decreasing norms which 
act on smaller and smaller balls, and one uses the simple and well-known 
estimate that we call the Norms Resealing Lemma at the end of this work. 
Hence the existence of Cm diffeomorphisms with infinitely many Axiom A 
strange attractors follows from (Ruelle and Takens, 1971) in dimensions 
greater than three, and from (Newhouse et al., 1978) in dimension three. 
Similarly, in two dimensions, (Newhouse et al., 1978) yields the existence 
of C’ diffeomorphisms with infinitely many Axiom A strange attractors. 
In this work, by combining methods developed by John Franks and Lai 
Sang Young in another context (1980) with a construction of Axiom A 
strange attractors going back to Bob Williams (1967) we prove the follow- 
ing result: 
THEOREM. Every two-dimensional manifold carries u C2 dif- 
feomorphism with infinitely many Axiom A strange attractors. 
Idea of the Proof. The above theorem is a simple consequence of the 
fact that there exists a diffeomorphism F of the two-dimensional disk, 
which is C* and has infinitely many Axiom A strange attractors. 
Such an F is constructed below, but for the quick reader, the construc- 
tion goes roughly as follows: 
-start with a map FO of the two-dimensional disk, which has a Plykin- 
like attractor (Plykin, 1974), but with four sources forming a periodic orbit 
with period 4; 
-arrange FO so that it permutes four “big enough” disks DoiO, Do;, , 
I&, and Do;3 surrounding the period 4 orbit; 
-write FO as the composition FO;j 0 Foil 0 FO;o, where all four maps are 
constructed using an isotopy between FO and the identity map and have 
four “big” disks; 
-put small copies of FOiO, Fo;, , Fo;~, and FO;j in the four disks of FO to 
get FI ; 
-iterate this construction to get F as the limit of Fi’S, and adjust sizes 
to control the C2 smoothness. 
Proof of the Theorem. Using standard surgery techniques, it is 
enough to prove the theorem in the case when the manifold is a closed 
two-disk. This is done by an explicit construction that we carry out in 
three steps. 
Step 1: The First Approximation. Let B stand for the four-braid 
represented in Fig. 1: in classical braid theoretic notations (see, e.g., 
(Birman, 1973, B is designated as crg’at(~;~. The branched manifold T, 
which is drawn in Fig. 2a, is the train track corresponding to B. T carries 
the topological equivalence class of an expanding endomorphism f which 
is determined by B (Thurston, 1988). The inverse limit of f can the be 
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FIGURE I 
realized as the restriction to its attractor & of a diffeomorphism F0 acting 
on a tubular neighborhood of 7. &, is the first Axiom A strange attractor of 
our construction. Then Fo can be extended to a diffeomorphism F0 (see 
Fig. 2b) of the unit two-disk D, which: 
-preserves the boundary aD, 
-is the identity in the thin annulus A with width p = 0.001 and exterior 
boundary dD, and 
-exchanges by translations for four disks Do;o, Doil, Doi2, and Doi 
placed in the four “eyes” of 7, sending dDo;i to 'Do;(i+ urnod 4 (if follows that 
the fourth iterate of Fo is the identity in each of the Do;i's). All four disks 
DO;O , DO;, Do;z, and Do;3 must have the same radius, which can be chosen 
as ro = 0.26 = a + 6. Nothing prevents FO from being constructed as a C” 
diffeomorphism. An isotopy from FO to the identity map Id acting on D is 
realized by a torus flow {~~}oatal, which suspends F,, in the solid torus D 
FIGURE 2 
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x 9. We choose this suspension so that for all t, with 0 % t I 1, ?Pr rigidly 
maps the Do;i’s and leaves the annulus A pointwise invariant. We write F. 
as the composition 
where Fo;i is the restriction of the map Yr1’4 defined by 
FO;i = *“4)DX(ii4). 
The choice of the radius r. as 0.26 = f + 6 is arbitrary, up to the 
following two imperatives: 
--ro has to be small enough so that the isotopy moves the disks Do;i 
rigidly following the braid B: this obviously means v. < (1 - ~)/3; 
--r. has to be large enough to allow a good control of the C2 norms in 
the construction of our model: as we see, this means r. > 4. No similar 
adjustment, allowing rigid moves of the disks together with C* smooth- 
ness, is possible when one starts with a three braid. 
Step 2: Renormalization. Let 1; be the translation which carries Do:0 
to DOti, let R. be an affine map which carries Doto to D, and let us write 
Ri = Ro 0 T;‘. We define F’ by: 
--F,(P) = F,,(P) if P is in D and not in a Do;i, 
--Fl(P) = R$i)mod4 0 Fo;i 0 Ri(P) if P is in Do;i. 
This new map F’ is again a C” diffeomorphism. It has the following two 
properties: 
--Fi has two Axiom A strange attractors: the first one is the strange 
attractor .& of FO and belongs to D\{AU Uo<i<j Do,;}, and the second one 
is denoted SBi and belongs to Uo<i<j Do,;; 
--Fi has 16 disks with the same radius R’ = 0.0676 = (r-d* = (f + a)* 
which are exchanged by translations. We denote these disks Di;i,j, where 
0 5 i, j < 3. Here i means that Di;i,~ belongs to Do;i. Furthermore 
FI(Dl;iJ) = Dl:(i+ I) mod4,(j+ l)mod4. 
More generally, assume we have constructed an F, which has 4” disks 
Dn;io,il,...,in exchanged by translations according to 
Fn(Dn;i~,il,.,., in) = Dn;(io+l)mod 4 ,.... (i,+lhod 4. 
Then we set 
g(n&,i’,...,i, = i. + 4 . i’ + ..* + 4”-’ . i, 
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and 
Fn;i,,i, ,.._, i. = v1’4”lD X {g(n;io,il ,,,., i.)/4”) 3 
we denote 
T: n.,c .,, _._. i,, as the translation which carries &:o.o ,.... o to Dn;;tl,i, . . ;,, 
and 
Rn:io,i, . . . .. i,, as the affine map which carries Dn:~,O.....O to D, 
and we write 
Rn;g(n;io,il ,,,,, i,) = &;o,o+ .,., 0 0 T-.! n4o.l~ ,..., in. 
This allows us to simply define F,+I by: 
-F,,+,(P) = F,(P) if P is in D and not in a D,;,,i ,,,,,, i,, 
-F,+,(P) = R-.’ : _. n.(p(n,ru.rl ,._ .I.)+ I)mod 4”+’ o Fn;i,l,i, ._... i,, o Rn:g(n;i,,,i, ,..., i,,) (P) if P  is in 
Do;i. 
For each m, the map F, constructed by this inductive process is again a 
C” diffeomorphism: the annulus A and its reduced copies allow the sur- 
gery which transforms F,-I into F,,, to be arbitrarily smooth. Also for 
each m, the map F, has m + 1 Axiom A strange attractors. 
Figure 3 illustrates the way we understood the construction before 
writing down all these indices, as well as the way we will probably re- 
member it. 
We now want to get the desired F with infinitely many strange attrac- 
tors as the limit of the F,,,‘s. In the next section, we give a precise meaning 
to the limit which at the same time allows us to guaranty the C2-smooth- 
ness of F. 
Step 3: Limit and Control of the Smoothness. The sequence {F,,,} is 
made of C” diffeomorphisms, but has no chance to converge in the C” 
topology. The problem is of course on the small scales, where Fp differs 
from Fp+, as p becomes unbounded. However, 
CLAIM. {F,,} is a Cauchy sequence in the C’ topology. 
This claim ensures that our example (the limit F  of {F,} in the C2 
topology) is a C2 diffeomorphism of the disk. Since the map F,,, has m + 1 
Axiom A strange attractors, from the construction we see that F has 
infinitely many Axiom A strange attractors. This proves the theorem. 
Q .E.D (Theorem) 
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FIGL IRE 
Proof of the Claim. The truth of the claim itself depends on the fact 
that in the C’ norm, /1.112, [IF,,,+, - P/(2 decreases as C . LY”’ for some 
positive constants C and cw = ((I + 48)/4P < I, where 
-log(l + 48) 
E0 = log(f + 6) 
Of course, the contribution to [IF,,,,, - F,J2 comes from the disks 
D:- m,r,,.r, ,..., I,,? 7 since this is the only place where the two maps differ (more 
precisely the two maps differ in the complement, in these disks, of the 
small copies of the annulus A). Since, up to the translations Tz(,:i,,i,,,,,,i,nJ 
and T-’ (g(m;i~,il ,....i,)+ I)mod 4”” (which does not contribute to ll$ for r > I), the 
restriction of F,+r to Dm;io,i,.,,,,i, is just a resealed copy of 
P”4m 1~ X (g(m;io,i,,,,,,i,)/4m~, the exponential decay C . am of JIF,+r - F,,Jz is a 
simple consequence of the two following elementary but fundamental 
lemmas. 
ISOTOPY CUTTING LEMMA. Let G be a c’ diffeomorphism of the disk 
and G, an isotopy going from the identity Go to Cl = G. The there exists a 
constant K > 0 such that, for all N > 0 and 0 5 i < N, 
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NORMS RESCALING LEMMA. Let G be a C’ diffeomorphism of the unit 
disk D and A be an af$ne map sending another disk D’ with radius p to D. 
Then for any integer k 5 r, 
In our problem, when m  is large enough, the Norms Resealing Lemma 
implies that l\F, - ZdJJz = ~~D(2)(F,J~~0. As a consequence, when estimating 
IIF,+ - F,,&, the isotopy Cutting Lemma gives us 
II Fm:io,;,,...,i,,, - IdI12 5 K/4”* 
The Norms Resealing Lemma then provides 
IIF,+ - F,,J2 5 K //4” * (Flm). Q.E.D. (Claim) 
About the Lemmas. Both lemmas are already implicit in (Ruelle and 
Takens, 1971) and (Newhouse ef al., 1978). They are both simple and 
powerful and could be older. The Isotopy Cutting Lemma (without the 
name!) is stated in a particular case in (Franks and Young, 1980), together 
with a proof which, up to trivial rewording, covers all our needs. The 
Norms Resealing Lemma is a trivial computation hidden in the 11$ esti- 
mates of (Frnaks and Young, 1980). Our only contribution is to have 
isolated these statements which are: 
-powerful tools for self similar constructions and 
-simple guides in the approach to rigidity ideas. 
This last point is more the subject of the companion paper (Gambaudo 
and Tresser, 1990), but let us mention two ways to understand the Norms 
Resealing Lemma: 
(Y. affine self-similarity does not go along well with high smoothness, 
and 
/3. topological self-similarity m ight need complicated metric resealings 
to be realized by very smooth maps. 
Statement (Y is also a clue to the understanding of other constructions 
by surgery like, e.g., in (Harrison, 1973, while Statement p is related to 
rigidity and renormalization group ideas (see e.g., (Coullet and Tresser, 
1978; Feigenbaum, 1978, 1979; Gambaudo et al., 1989). 
FINAL REMARKS 
1. F  is a solution of the functional equation G = R0 0 G4 0 R,‘, hence in 
particular, a fixed point of a renormalization group operator. 
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2. From standard estimates, it follows that F is indeed slightly more 
than just C2. More precisely F is of class C2+E for any E < co. 
3. The Axiom A character of the strange attractors might limit the 
smoothness as C2+& in two-dimensional manifolds. We shall consider 
other types of attractors elsewhere. 
4. An easy modification of our construction yields Kupka-Smale dif- 
feomorphisms with the same properties: it is enough to change F. by 
imposing a rigid rotation with irrational rotation number (Y in the annulus 
A and a rigid rotation with rotation number a/4 in the four disks Do;o, Do;, , 
Doi2, and Doij. These changes then propagate by self-similarity. 
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